
Powerful output

Compact design Up to

20,000 Hours***
virtually zero 
maintenance

HDR Compatible Low transport delay

New 
Impulse mode 

Native
resolution 4K

Pre-adjusted

delivers clear and natural images, without 
jagged edges or visible pixels

brightness and color temperature for 
multi-projection

allows great installation flexibility 
weighing 20kg**

up to 2,000* lumens brightness

for sharp contrast and more accurate detail

with reliable, dust sealed laser light source

delivered by advanced 3 SXRD 
technology

maintain high image brightness while 
removing any moving image blur

ensures quick response for accurate 
simulation

High 16,000:1*

Native contrast &
Excellent color 
reproduction

*This value is typical and it depends on the projector setting condition and usage environment    
**Weight without lens       ***Depends on usage and environment. https://pro.sony/products/laser-projectors/vpl-gtz240

HDR

VPL-GTZ240
4K SXRD compact laser projector for visual simulation applications
Serious projection. With incredible 4K detail, spectacular contrast & lifelike colors
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up to 5,000 lumens brightness delivered by advanced 
3 SXRD Technology

for sharp contrast and more 
accurate detail

meeting DCI cinema 
projector specifications and 
BT.2020 (emulated)

ensures quick response for 
accurate simulation

allows e�ective reduction of 
image blur and smear

2 x HDMI
2 x Display Port

allows complete tilt-angle free 
installation ensured by extra-low noise fan 

with a one-way air flow

dust sealed optics

Long-lasting

Native
resolution 

4K
delivers clear and natural 
images, without jagged edges 
or visible pixels

Smear reductionLow
transport 
delay

Powerful 
output

Whisper quiet 
operation

Variety of input

Rugged 
chassis

HDR 
Compatible

20,000:1 
Contrast ratio*

Wide 
Color Space

with reliable laser light source 

Up to

20,000 
Hours***
virtually zero 
maintenance

*Up to 20,000:1 as native contrast       **Depends on usage and environment. https://pro.sony/products/laser-projectors/vpl-gtz270

HDR

VPL-GTZ270
4K SXRD laser projector for entertainment display applications
Thrilling pictures with 4K clarity for visitor attractions and multi-projection applications.
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delivered by advanced 
3 SXRD technology

for sharp contrast and more 
accurate detail

maintain high image 
brightness while removing any 
moving image blur

ensures quick response for 
accurate simulation

allows vibration endurance for 
motion based system****

signal processing*

for night vision simulation*

up to 5,000 lumens 
brightness*

for reliable simulation*

4K 120Hz

dust sealed optics

Long-lasting

with reliable laser light source 

Native
resolution 

4K
delivers clear and natural 
images, without jagged edges 
or visible pixels

Infra-red
image 
projection

Rugged 
chassis

Up to

20,000 
Hours***
virtually zero 
maintenance

4K 3D 
capability

New
Impulse mode* 

20,000:1 
Contrast** &
Excellent Color 
reproduction

HDR 
Compatible*

Low transport 
delay*

Powerful 
output

*With optional license       **Up to 20,000:1 as native contrast       
***Depends on usage and environment       ****Only with VPLL-Z7008 lens. https://pro.sony/products/laser-projectors/vpl-gtz280

HDR

VPL-GTZ280
4K SXRD laser projector for entertainment display applications
Thrilling pictures with 4K clarity for visitor attractions and multi-projection applications.
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VPLL-Z7008
Short focus zoom lens
Throw ratio 0.80:1 to 1.02:1
(VPL-GTZ240/270/280)

VPLL-Z7013
Normal focus zoom lens
Throw ratio 1.27:1 to 2.73:1
(VPL-GTZ240/270/280)

LSM-AC1
Projection Manager (Uniformity & 
Gamma Alignment) License 
for VPL-GTZ270/280

LSM-NVG1
NVG Infrared Light Output 
License for VPL-GTZ280

LSM-120P1
120Hz License for 
VPL-GTZ280

LSM-BRIN1
3,000lm Brightness Increase 
License for VPL-GTZ280

LSM-HDR1
HDR Gamma License for 
VPL-GTZ280

Lens Options Software License Options

AccessoriesAccessories

GTZ Series Accessories
Lenses & Software Licenses Options (Model Specific)
Enhance the entertainment and/or simulation experience with the following accessories:


